
Hogue® Grips
The custom-designed Pau Ferro (exotic hardwood that resembles dark walnut) finger-grooved grip is field-installable.
The custom-designed black Micarta grip is smooth and may require some fitting by yourself or a competent gunsmith
when installing. Both grips listed are for BFR revolvers with serial numbers that start with the “JT” prefix.
Hogue Pau Ferro wood grip BFR815
Hogue Black Micarta grip BFR817

Scope Mounts/Rings
New BFR scope base for use with Weaver style rings made of T-6 aircraft grade aluminum, features rear recoil lug and
multiple cross slots to optimize scope mounting. The Leupold base with medium rings is all steel. All BFRs (except
45LC/410) are drilled and tapped to accept BFR Base (included with BFRs sold after 1/1/04).
BFR base, long cylinder BFR-BASE-LC
BFR base, short cylinder BFR-BASE-SC
Installation of BFR base (drill/tap) BFR-ISB
Leupold mount/rings, glossy black BFR50071
Leupold mount/rings, silver BFR50072
Installation of Leupold base (drill/tap) BFR-ISL

Sights
The HiViz™ front sight offers an alternative to the BFR standard equipment. This fluorescent green front sight is
awesome for those low light conditions or dark targets (like a black bear or a wild hog). This HiViz front sight works
exceptionally well with the BFR Millet white outlined rear sight. The Millett® rear sight offers an upgrade to the
mechanical rear sight (may require some fitting; contact competent gunsmith if you need assistance).
HiViz™ fluorescent front sight BFR-HIVIZ
Millett adjustable rear sight, white outline BFR302/W
Factory adjustable rear sight, black BFR-D5
Installation of rear sights BFR-IS

Vent Rib and Cylinders
The .410 vent rib will enhance your .45LC/.410; you can install this yourself. Now available for current production BFR
revolvers having serial numbers beginning with "JT" (will not work with "DM" serial numbers), you can get the best of
both worlds with a few of the calibers we offer. Change your .450 Marlin to a .45/70 or vice versa. Your BFR must be
fitted at MRI with a new cylinder. (You can send us your BFR for this installation or have your dealer order it with the
extra cylinder right from the start.)
.410 vent rib (for your BFR .45CL/410) BFR-RIB410
.45/70 cylinder only (for your BFR .450 Marlin) BFR-CYL45/70
.450 Marlin cylinder only (for your BFR .45/70) BFR-CYL450M

Cordura® Holsters
Black Cordura hip holsters are rugged and affordable for right or left hand. Nylon web belt matches.
Cordura hip holster, right-hand, for 6.5” and 7.5”, all calibers BFR270B/R  
Cordura hip holster, right-hand, for 10”, all calibers BFR270B/R-10
Cordura hip holster, left-hand, for 6.5” and 7.5”, all calibers BFR271B/L
Cordura hip holster, left-hand, for 10”, all calibers BFR271B/L-10
Nylon web belt, medium (to 36" waist) DEP275B
Nylon web belt, large (to 42" waist) DEP276B

Natural Leather Bandolier Holsters
Quality-crafted natural leather bandolier holsters for right-hand shooters can be used with or without a scope.
Leather bandolier holster, for 6.5” and 7.5” (short cylinder) BFR2511
Leather bandolier holster, for 7.5” (long cylinder) BFR2512
Leather bandolier holster, for 10” (long cylinder)   BFR2513

Black Leather Hip Holsters & Belt
Quality-crafted black leather holsters for right-hand or left-hand shooters can be used with or without a scope. 
Leather hip holster, right-hand, for 10” BFR2542
Leather hip holster, right-hand, for 6.5” and 7.5” BFR2541
Leather hip holster, left-hand, for 10” BFR2542L
Leather hip holster, left-hand, for 6.5” and 7.5” BFR2541L
Leather belt, black (*specify size: 32", 34", 36", 38", 40") DEP2543*

BFR Wear
Make the Biggest, Finest fashion statement with this suede-brimmed wool cap embroidered with the BFR logo. 
Khaki-colored cotton/poly T-shirt silkscreened with BFR logo is available in sizes L, XL, XXL or the NEW black
cotton/poly T-shirt silk screened with BFR logo on the back and “SIZE MATTERS” on the front, available in sizes, 
L, XL, XXL, and XXXL. 
BFR cap BFR700
BFR T-shirt, Khaki (*please be sure to specify L, XL, XXL) BFR752*
BFR T-shirt, Black (*please be sure to specify L, XL, XXL, XXXL) BFR750*

Also available: .410 replacement modified choke tube (#BFR-AA00), wrench (#BFR-AA2), black Cordura choke/wrench
case (#BFR-AAA). 

Magnum Research, Inc.
7110 University Avenue NE
Minneapolis, MN 55432
763-574-1868  fax 763-574-0109
www.magnumresearch.com

Accessories

MAGNUM’S

Biggest Finest Revolver

Any or all specifications are
subject to change at the
manufacturer’s sole discretion.
3/06

BIGGUN BIGFUN!=

Made in the U.S.A., the BFR offers awesome power and accuracy in
an all-stainless package built to precise tolerances. It’s designed to meet
all your handgun hunting requirements, whether you like to shoot the
classic .45/70 or the newest .500 S&W, .50 AE and .30/30 Winchester.

One of the biggest, finest revolvers you can own, this comfortable-
to-shoot, single-action design retails for less than $900. For more
information, visit your favorite firearms dealer, or visit our website at
www.magnumresearch.com.

MAGNUM’S

BIGGEST, FINEST
REVOLVER

.500 S&W
Magnum

.50 AE .30/30
Winchester

.45/70 Gov’t .45 Long Colt/
.410

not for sale in California

.475 Linebaugh .480 Ruger .450 Marlin .444  Marlin .454  Casull .460 S&W .22  Hornet

                                    



Visit your favorite dealer for a look at Magnum’s
BFR. For more about Magnum Research and our
full line of firearms, visit our website at
www.magnumresearch.com.

Cut-rifled 416-R stainless barrel
Magnum’s BFR It takes the hunting revolver to a new level. Not only does this meticulously

crafted revolver give you big-bore power for hunting whitetail or hog, 
it offers superior construction and finishing for a lifetime of use.
Whether you use it as a primary hunting weapon, as a
back-up to a rifle or bow, or as a guide
gun, the BFR is a single-
action revolver you can
rely on for power and
excitement.

Freewheeling Cylinder. 
Serious Calibers.

Freewheeling Cylinder. 
Serious Calibers.

Shown above: .45/70 Gov’t with long cylinder, shown slightly smaller than actual size. Built to exacting standards in the U.S.A.
All wooden grips, scopes, mounts and rings pictured throughout are optional accessories that may be purchased.

BFR .480 Ruger/.475 Linebaugh

17.4 PH stainless steel
freewheeling cylinder

Hornady Ammo
.480 Ruger,  .450 Marlin 
Available from Hornady dealers

FOR SERIOUS

RECOIL THERAPY!

BFR .450 Marlin, 10” barrel

Bore Dia. Groove Dia.      
Caliber  Barrel Lgth.  (inches)    (inches)    Twist Rate      Part #

.22 Hornet 7.5” .219 .224 1 in 9” BFR22H7

.22 Hornet 10” .219 .224 1 in 9” BFR22H10

.30/30 Win. 10” .300 .308 1 in 10” BFR30/30

.444 Marlin 10” .424 .430 1 in 16” BFR444M 

.45 LC/.410 7.5” .442 .451 1 in 20” BFR45LC/410

.450 Marlin 10” .450 .458 1 in 14” BFR450M 

.454 Casull 6.5” .442 .451 1 in 20” BFR454C

.454 Casull 7.5” .442 .451 1 in 20” BFR454C7 

.45/70 Gov’t 7.5” .450 .458 1 in 14” BFR45/707 

.45/70 Gov’t 10” .450 .458 1 in 14” BFR45/70 

.460 S&W 7.5” .442 .451 1 in 16” BFR460SW7

.460 S&W 10” .442 .451 1 in 16” BFR460SW10

.480 Ruger/

.475 Linebaugh 6.5” .465 .475 1 in 15” BFR480/475 

.480 Ruger/

.475 Linebaugh 7.5” .465 .475 1 in 15”     BFR4807/4757

.50 AE 6.5” .492 .500 1 in 15” BFR50AE6

.50 AE 7.5” .492 .500 1 in 15” BFR50AE7 

.500 S&W 7.5” .492 .500 1 in 15” BFR500SW7

.500 S&W 10” .492 .500 1 in 15” BFR500SW10
Biggest, Finest Specifications

Long Cylinder
.45/70 Gov’t, .444 Marlin, .45 Long Colt/.410, .450 Marlin, .460 S&W, 
.500 S&W, .30/30
Overall Length:  15" (7.5" barrel) or 17.5" (10")
Approximate Weight: 4 lbs. (7.5" barrel) or 4.36 lbs. (10")
The .410 shot shell / slug cartridge is not compatible with the .45/70 
caliber revolvers. The .45LC/.410 caliber has modified choke and wrench included. 
The .410 will accept 3 inch shotgun shells.

Short Cylinder
.454 Casull, .22 Hornet, .480 Ruger/.475 Linebaugh, .50 AE
Overall Length: 12.75" (6.5" barrel) or 13.75" (7.5") or 16.25" (10")
Approx. Weight: 3.2 lbs. (6.5" barrel) or 3.5 lbs. (7.5") or 4.36 lbs. (10")

All Calibers
Height: 6"  Width: 1.75"  Trigger Pull: 3–4 lbs.
Sights: Factory-adjustable rear, black front
Number of shots: 5
Finish: Brushed stainless steel construction
Barrels are stress-relieved and cut rifled.
Legal for Sale in California pursuant to Sec. 12133 of SB15, except .45LC/.410.

Any or all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Biggest, Finest Models

Heavy centerfire calibers

                  


